
* From the Western Collaborative Group Study as reported by Selvin (1991, p. 41).
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Introduction

In the previous chapter we compared quantitative outcomes (“continuous,” scale or ordinal) from paired
(dependent) samples. In this chapter we compare quantitative outcomes from independent samples. The
distinction between paired samples and independent samples was made in the prior chapter. Briefly, two
samples are paired when each data point of the first sample is matched to a unique data point in the
second sample. In contrast, two samples are independent when the data point of one sample are unrelated
to the data points in the second sample. 

Illustrative data (wcgs.sav). Consider two groups of men. Group 1 are type A personality (“hard-
driving”). Group 2 have a type B personality (more laid back). Fasting cholesterol levels (mg/dl) are
measured in the study subjects. Data* are:

Group 1: 233, 291, 312, 250, 246, 197, 268, 224, 239, 239, 254, 276, 234, 181, 248, 252, 202, 218, 212, 325
Group 2: 344, 185, 263, 246, 224, 212, 188, 250, 148, 169, 226, 175, 242, 252, 153, 183, 137, 202, 194, 213 

For data to be analyzed with SPSS (and most other computer programs), they must be reconfigured with
a numeric variable for the outcome variable an a binary variable to indicate group membership. A screen
shot of the first 22 observations is:
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Exploratory Analysis

Exploratory analysis (including descriptive statistics) should proceed inferential techniques. In reporting
descriptive statistics, a subscript is used to denote the group {i: 1, 2} For example, n1 will represent the
sample size of group 1. 

Illustrative example (wcgs.sav): For the illustrative data, n1 = n2 = 20. Sample means are = 245.05x1

and = 210.30. Sample standard deviations are s1 = 36.64 and s2 = 48.34.x2

Further insights can be gained by plotting data in side-by-side fashion. Exploratory plots include:

• Side-by-side dot-plots (merely plotting data point on a y-axis in two batches)
• Side-by-side stem and leaf-plots on a common stem (demonstrated in an exercise
• Side-by-side stem boxplots 

Illustrative example (wcgs.sav): A side-by-side boxplot for the illustrative data is:
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We note from this plot that the box for group 1 is higher than group 2. We also note there is overlap of
the two distributions and both group have upper outside value (suggesting distributional asymmetry).
Inference about spread will be difficult because of the modest sample sizes. However, we note the IQR in
group A is smaller than in group B. However, the range of values i B is greater. The groups have similar
whisker-spreads. 

SPSS. Descriptive statistics and side-by-side boxplots can be created in SPSS by selecting Analyze >
Descriptive Statistics > Explore. The variable CHOL is placed in the Dependent List
and the variable GROUP is placed in the Factor List.
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Estimation

Point estimate of mean difference. We want to estimate the mean difference in the population (:1!:2).
Sample mean difference  is the point estimator of this parameter. For the illustrative data,x x1 2−

 =  245.05!210.30  = 34.75. x x1 2−

Interval estimate. The 95% confidence interval for :1 − :2 is given by:

where is the point estimate of the population mean difference (see above),x x1 2−
tdf,.975 is the 97.5th percentile on a t distribution with df =  df1 + df2 = (n1 − 1) + (n2 − 1), and

is the standard error of the mean difference. This standard error is normally determined bysex x1 2−

assuming the variability within the groups are the same. This allows us to pool group sample
variance to get a single estimate of group variability in the form of a statistics called the pooled
estimate of variance (sp

2):

The pooled estimate of variance is used to calculate the estimated standard error of the mean
difference:

Illustrative example (wcgs.sav). For the illustrative data, df1 = 20!1 = 19, df2 = 20!1 = 19, df = 19 +

19 = 38. The pooled estimate of variance:  = 1839.557.   The standard errorsp
2
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of the mean difference: = 13.56.  Our t table indicates t38,.975 = 2.02. sex x1 2
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Therefore, the 95% confidence interval for :1 ! :2 =  (245.05!210.30) ± (2.02)(13.56) = 34.75 ± 27.4 =
(7.4, 61.8) This permits us to say with 95% confidence that the population mean difference is between
7.4 and 61.8 (mg/dl).
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Hypothesis Test

We want to test whether the means from the two populations are unequal. The null hypothesis is H0: :1 =
:2 (or, equivalently,  H0: :1!:2  = 0). The two-sided alternative is H1: :1 … :2 (or, equivalently H1: :1!:2

… 0).  One-sided alternatives are either H1: :1 > :2 or H1: :1 < :2, depending on the direction of the
inequality.

Alpha levels are needed for fixed-level testing, but are unnecessary for flexible hypothesis testing.

The test statistic is the independent t statistic:

where se represent the standard error of the mean difference (see previous page). The test statistic has df
= df1 + df2 = (n1 ! 1) + (n2 ! 1). The tstat is converted to a p value as discussed in prior chapters. 

Illustrative example (wcgs.sav). Recall = 34.75, = 13.56, and df = 38 (prior page).  Inx x1 2− sex x1 2−

testing H0: :1 = :2 the tstat = = 2.56. The two-sided p value (derived by computer) is .015. When a
34 75
1356

.

.
computer program is unavailable, use the t table to determine the approximate p value. For the illustrative
data, the two-tailed p value is twice the area under the curve beyond the tstat on the t38 distribution. From
the t table, you note t38,.99 = 2.43 and t38,.995 = 2.71. Therefore, the one-sided  p value is more than .005 but
less than .01, and the two-sided p value is more than .01 but less than .02.
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Assumptions

The confidence interval and hypothesis test in this chapter require validity and distributional
assumptions. 

Briefly, the validity assumptions are:

(1) no information bias (data measures what they purport to)
(2) no selection bias (the sampling is a random reflection of their respective populations)
(3) no confounding (groups are comparable in ways other than the factor being studied)

These validity are a matter of careful measurement and study design, and cannot be directly assessed
numerically.

Distributional assumptions are:

(1) independence of observations within and between groups
(2) normality of the sampling distribution
(3) equal variances within groups

These assumptions, which can be remembered with the acronym  “INE” or “LINE” minus the L.

Again briefly, the independence assumptions means the sample mimics simple random samples from
unrelated populations. This assumption is related to the “no selection bias” assumption, above.

Normality implies the is sampling distribution of the mean difference is normal. This tends to be true
with moderate to large samples (through the central limit theorem). When samples are small or moderate
(say, n < 30), the population distribution should be close to normal or [at least] symmetric and mound-
shaped. When the sample is large (n $ 30), departures from normality are permissible except in cases of
extreme outliers or strong skewness.

The equal variance assumption can be assessed statistically through visually (e.g., side-by-side boxplots)
and by testing (in a future chapter). A general rule of thumb is that one should be wary of unequal
variance in the populations when there if one of the sample standard deviations is two- to three-times
larger than the other. A test for unequal variance will be introduced in the a future chapter. When
variances are thought to be different, alternative confidence interval and test procedures are
recommended. 
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SPSS

The independent t test is computed with Analyze > Compare Means > Independent
Samples T Test.  Then select the Test variable (i.e., the outcome variable) and Group
variable and click the Define Groups button to identify the codes used for groupings (e.g., 1, 2).
Output from the test is shown on the next page.

The top table contains descriptive statistics. Descriptive statistics provide essential background in
interpreting test results. Always interpret test results in light of the summary statistics. 

The bottom table contains a test of equal variance (not covered here), test results, and confidence interval
results. The techniques presented in the chapter correspond to the “equal variance assumed” line of
output. The tstat, df, p value (labeled Sig. (2-tailed)), mean difference, standard error, and confidence
interval bounds are identical to those calculated by hand earlier in this chapter.  
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Sample Size Requirements for the t Tests

The sample sized requirements of a study comparing independent means can be approached in terms
estimating the mean difference with a given precision or testing the hypothesis with sufficient power. We
currently consider the latter approach.

A “quick and dirty” way to determine the sample size for an independent t test with 80% power at α =
.05 (two-sided) is:

where n represents the final sample size for each group
s²p represents a pooled estimate of variance or reasonable estimate for the outcome variable
∆ represents “a difference worth detecting”

Illustrative example. Suppose you want to detect a mean difference of 25 for a variable with a variance

of 452. Thus, = 53 for each group. In contrast, if we wanted to detect a meann = +
( )( )16 45
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